Contrasting Impacts of the Indian Ocean Dipole and ENSO on the Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation
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Abstract

There is a biennial tendency for the interannual variabilities of the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) referred to as the tropospheric biennial oscillation (TBO). Previous studies have emphasized that land–atmosphere–ocean interactions in association with the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) trigger a phase shift of the TBO from one year to another. However, simple lead-lag correlations among the ASM, IOD and ENSO indices reveal that there is a relatively stronger signal of the phase shift of the ASM over two years than one year. Meanwhile, the IOD has been shown to contribute to the TBO by triggering the phase shift of the ENSO by the following winter, although correlations of the ENSO do not identify such a biennial tendency. Through composite analyses, IOD–ENSO coupled events are shown to induce the phase shift of the ENSO within a year, which results in a distinctive TBO pattern of the ASM in the following two years. In contrast, ENSO events without the IOD cannot induce the phase shift, and there is no TBO pattern in the following two years. Thus, IOD–ENSO coupled events and independent ENSO events have contrasting roles in inducing different (two-year and four-year) frequencies of the ASM interannual variability in subsequent years.

1. Introduction

Large-scale sea surface temperature (SST) associated with the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO), has a strong influence on the Asian summer monsoon (ASM). The El Niño (La Niña) phase of the ENSO, which matures toward the boreal winter, usually leads to a stronger (weaker) ASM in the following season (e.g., Rasmusson and Carpenter 1983; Meehl 1987; Webster and Yang 1992; Ju and Slingo 1995; Kawamura 1998).

The interannual variabilities of the ASM have been identified to have a biennial tendency (e.g., Trenberth 1975) referred to as the tropospheric biennial oscillation (TBO). Since the atmospheric response to the external forcing by the ocean can last for a long time, the Pacific SST forcing in association with the ENSO has been emphasized as an important conductor of the TBO (Goswami 1995; Meehl and Arblaster 2001; Pillai and Mohankumar 2007). The basic concept of the TBO is based on large-scale atmosphere–ocean interactions in which a season with higher SST leads to greater convection and stronger winds that subsequently result in higher evaporation and lower SST in the following season (Meehl 1993; Goswami 1995). By advancing that concept, the TBO was proposed to be coupled land–atmosphere–ocean interactions in which the Asian–Australian monsoon plays an active role to induce the phase shift of the SST variability over the Indo–Pacific such as the ENSO (Meehl 1997; Ogasawara et al. 1999).

The Indian Ocean equivalent of the ENSO, i.e., the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD; Saji et al. 1999), has been identified as another contributor of the interannual variability of the ASM (Webster et al. 1999; Ashok et al. 2001; Guan and Yamagata 2003; Yuan et al. 2008). During a positive IOD, anomalously low SSTs start to appear off Sumatra in summer, peaking in October through the Bjerknes feedback. The IOD has been suggested to be an important element of the TBO in which the coupled ASM–IOD system exerts retroactive feedback to maintain the biennial tendency by regulating meridional heat transport over the Indian Ocean associated with the variability of the monsoon westerly and its oceanic response (Loschnigg et al. 2003).

In a more recent study, the IOD was suggested to trigger the biennial phase shift of the ENSO (Izumo et al. 2010). The positive (negative) phase of the IOD in boreal autumn that simultaneously tends to co-occur with the El Niño (La Niña) phase of the ENSO (Annamalai et al. 2005; Sakai et al. 2010) was demonstrated to introduce the La Niña (El Niño) in the following year. The mechanism was suggested that the IOD modulates the Walker circulation even over the Pacific, and its oceanic response gives rise to the phase shift of the ENSO. Thus, the atmosphere–ocean interactions over the Indo–Pacific sector encouraged by the IOD seem to give the ENSO its biennial tendency, which in turn could be responsible for the biennial tendency of the ASM because of the close relation between the ENSO and the following ASM.

Thus, although most studies have investigated the mechanism of land–atmosphere–ocean interactions in association with the ENSO and IOD to trigger the phase shift of the TBO from one year to another, initial forcing of the SST is implied to have a long memory to influence atmospheric conditions in not only the next year but also the year after that. In this study, we investigate SST forcings of the IOD and the ENSO in terms of the following two-year variability of the ASM, and suggest they have contrasting roles in inducing different (two-year and four-year) frequencies of interannual variability.

2. Data and method

The meteorological data in this study are derived from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996). The SST data comes from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and SST dataset (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003), and precipitation data are obtained from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; Adler et al. 2003). We focused on the period from 1979 to 2008 when satellite derived data are available.

We used typical SST-based indices to present the ENSO and IOD cycles. The ENSO index is obtained from area-averaged SST anomalies over the Niño3 region (150°W–90°W, 5°S–5°N) during October–December. The IOD index is derived from the difference in SST anomalies between the western (5°E–70°E, 10°S–10°N) and eastern (90°E–110°E, 10°S–0°N) equatorial Indian Ocean during September–November.

We employed the monthly ASM intensity index based on the north–south gradient of upper-tropospheric thickness between the Asian continent and Indian Ocean, as proposed by Kawamura (1998). It is defined as the meridional difference in the area-averaged upper-tropospheric thickness over the Tibetan Plateau region (50°E–100°E, 20°N–40°N) and the northern Indian Ocean (50°E–100°E, 0°–20°N). That definition can be supported by studies as Xavier et al. (2007) which defined the ASM onset on the basis of difference in the upper-tropospheric (600–200 hPa) temperature and showed the interannual variability of the ASM onset is well represented by this thermal contrast. Thus, in order to evaluate not only the mature phase but also the
onset phase of the ASM, we focused the variability of the ASM from May to July in this study.

3. Correlation analysis

To investigate how initial forcing of the SST is related to the biennial variability of the ASM, we conducted simple lead-lag correlation analyses among ENSO, IOD and ASM indices. Figure 1a shows the correlation coefficients between the lead-lag ASM indices (averaged from May to July) and monthly ENSO as well as IOD and ASM indices in a given year [indicated by (0)]. We find there is no significant signal of biennial oscillation for the ASM [ASM(−1), ASM(+1)]. Instead, there is a relatively stronger signal of the phase change in two years [ASM(−2), ASM(+2)]. Correlation analysis for SST indices reveals precursory signals of the SST to the interannual variability of the ASM. The IOD is found to be less correlated with the preceding ASM [ASM(−2) to ASM(0)] than that following [ASM(+1), ASM(+2)]. It is noticeable that there is significant correlation between the IOD and the ASM two years later.

More detailed correlation between the IOD and ASM is shown by Fig. 1b, which presents correlation coefficients for lead-lag IOD indices. It clearly confirms that the ASM in early summer is significantly and positively correlated with the IOD index two years before [IOD(−2)]. In addition, there is significant and negative correlation of the ASM in April with the IOD index one year before [IOD(−1)]. Thus, it is implied that the ASM has a biennial tendency if filtered by the IOD index. Meanwhile, the lead-lag correlation of the IOD with the ENSO confirms that the IOD not only tends to co-occur with the ENSO [ENSO(0)] but also triggers a phase shift of the ENSO in the following year [IOD(−1)], as demonstrated by Izumo et al. (2010). Since the ENSO significantly affects the following ASM (Fig. 1a, ENSO(0) and ASM(+1), the IOD-induced ENSO in the following year is implied to be responsible for the significant correlation between the ASM and the IOD two years before (Fig. 1b).

The lead-lag correlation of the ENSO is presented in Fig. 1c. It confirms that the ASM is significantly affected by the previous ENSO [ENSO(−1)] especially during early summer. However, there is no significant signal of biennial variability of the ASM [ENSO(−2)], which was confirmed against the IOD index (Fig. 1b). On the other hand, the influence of the ASM on the following ENSO [ENSO(0)] is found to be relatively weaker and insignificant. We also find that there is no significant correlation of the ENSO that clearly identifies an interannual cycle of the ENSO as shown by the lead-lag correlations among the ENSO indices.

4. Composite analysis

4.1 Phase shift of the ENSO

Lead-lag correlation analyses indicated that the IOD contributes to the TBO by triggering the phase change of the ENSO in the following year (Fig. 1b), although we cannot find a biennial tendency by projecting through the ENSO indices (Fig. 1c) and by simply lag correlating among the ASM indices (Fig. 1a). It is thus questionable why the biennial oscillation, as confirmed by power spectrum analysis (Meehl 1997; Ogasawara et al. 1999), could not be identified in Figs. 1a and c. Although the IOD tends to co-occur with the ENSO, the ENSO can develop even without the IOD. Here, to investigate the individual influences of the IOD and ENSO, we conducted composite analyses by defining positive/negative IOD and ENSO years.

We composed positive/negative IOD years based on the IOD index with more than one standard deviation. From 1979 to 2008, contrastive impacts of the IOD and ENSO on the TBO...

Figure 2 shows the longitude-time cross section of the equatorial SST (averaged from 10°S to 10°N). Figure 2a is for the difference in SST anomaly between the positive and negative IOD years. The positive phase of the IOD co-occurs with the El Niño during boreal autumn to winter (year 0). By the next winter (year+1), the IOD mode disappears and the El Niño is replaced by the La Niña. For the next year, there is no phase shift of the ENSO and the La Niña still dominates. Thus, there is the phase shift of the ENSO from one winter to another when there is the simultaneous IOD.

Figure 2b shows the difference in SST anomaly between the El Niño and La Niña years without the IOD. We can find that the El Niño that matures during the winter of year 0 still exists in the winter of year+1. The decaying El Niño during year+1 is subsequently replaced by the La Niña by the winter of year+2. The results in Figs. 2a and b reveal the crucial role of the IOD in triggering the phase shift of the ENSO within a year while the phase shift of the ENSO without the IOD takes mostly two years.

4.2 Contrasting impacts on the ASM

The contrasting impacts of the coupled IOD–ENSO and the independent ENSO on the following SST variability should result in contrasting interannual variability of the ASM. Figure 3 presents the longitude-time cross section of the meridional difference in the upper-tropospheric thickness, which is used for defining the ASM index (Section 2), and meridional difference in upper-level temperature at 200 hPa, which is above the reach of land surface heating even over the Tibetan Plateau (Tamura et al. 2010). Tamura and Koike (2010) demonstrated that the convective activity around the Maritime Continent plays an important role in inducing the seasonal evolution of the ASM as well as the upper-level warming around the Tibetan Plateau in early summer. Therefore, the local SST variability around the Maritime Continent associated with the ENSO is indicated to have the significant influence on the upper-level thermal contrast and the monsoon activity in the subsequent early summer.

Figure 3a is for the differences in the meridional gradients of thermal and tropospheric thickness between the positive and negative IOD years. From winter to early summer just after the occurrence of the positive IOD and ENSO, we can find reduced meridional upper-tropospheric thermal contrast over the ASM sector. On the other hand, there is enhanced thermal contrast in year+2 reflecting the La Niña during the preceding winter (Fig. 2a). Thus, there is a TBO pattern from year+1 to year+2, associated with the phase shift of the ENSO. Meanwhile, Figure 3b is for ENSO years without the IOD. The upper-tropospheric variability during year+1 is similar to that in Fig. 3a. However, in year+2, there is still reduced thermal contrast owing to the persisting El Niño (Fig. 2b).

To further confirm the contrasting impacts on the ASM, Figure 4 shows anomalies of the precipitation and wind field at 850 hPa averaged from May to July in year+1 and year+2. After the positive IOD event, the monsoon westerly and precipitation around the Southeast Asia are found to be suppressed (Fig. 4a) in accordance with the reduced thermal contrast (Fig. 3a). Then, the phase shift of the ENSO from the El Niño to La Niña in year+1 (Fig. 2a) leads to an enhanced ASM in year+2 (Fig. 4b). The ASM is also suppressed after the El Niño event without the IOD (Fig. 4c). However, the suppressed condition continues in year+2 (Fig. 4d) since the El Niño phase persists during the preceding winter (Fig. 2b).

Therefore, there is a distinctive TBO pattern in the following years after the IOD–ENSO coupled events that trigger the phase shift of the ENSO by the next winter. In contrast, the ENSO events without the IOD do not produce such a TBO pattern and take two years to trigger the phase shift of the ENSO and ASM. Such co-existence of different frequencies in the ENSO–ASM system must be a reason for the difficulty in finding TBO signals in the ASM and ENSO indices (Figs. 1a and c).

5. Summary

In this study, we investigated the role of SST forcings, i.e., IOD–ENSO coupled event and ENSO event without the IOD, on the interannual variability of the ASM in the following two years in association with the TBO. Composite analysis based on the IOD and ENSO indices showed that the positive phase of the IOD which co-occurs with the El Niño during boreal autumn to winter (year 0) triggers the phase shift of the ENSO by the next winter (year+1), as shown by the previous study (Izumo et al. 2010). However, for the next year...
without the IOD (year+2), there is no phase shift of the ENSO. Thus, the phase shift of the ENSO from one winter to another occurs when there is the simultaneous IOD. This is confirmed by the composite of the ENSO events without the IOD. The phase shift of the ENSO is not identified by the next winter (year+1) after the ENSO events without the IOD, but occurs by the winter of year+2. Consequently, the IOD plays a crucial role in triggering the phase shift of the ENSO within a year, whereas without the IOD, the phase shift of the ENSO is seen after two years.

Because of the phase shift of the ENSO within a year after the IOD–ENSO coupled events, there is a distinctive TBO pattern of the ASM in year+1 and year+2. In contrast, because there is no phase shift of the ENSO after ENSO events without the IOD, there is no TBO pattern but a consecutive stronger or weaker condition of the ASM in year+1 and year+2. Such contrasting impacts of SST forcings are considered to be the reason for the combined frequencies in the ENSO–ASM system; a two-year frequency (TBO) for the IOD–ENSO coupled events and four-year frequency for the independent ENSO events.

Even though we have focused on the IOD and ENSO, some of the studies emphasized the role of the basin-wide warming over the Indian Ocean, especially after the positive IOD–ENSO event (Fig. 2a), in inducing the interannual variability of the ASM over the Indian Ocean, especially after the positive IOD–ENSO event (Fig. S1). We still need further investigations as numerical experiments to verify the roles of the IOD, ENSO and the basin wide warming over the Indian Ocean in the TBO.
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Supplement

Figure S1 gives SST anomalies for positive (negative) IOD years as well as positive (negative) ENSO without IOD years, i.e., four cases, to show symmetric impacts of the IOD and ENSO.
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